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MY CONNECTION WITH PARABELLE
by Diane Atkerson

In 1992, I inherited my mother’s paperweight collection. 
Included with her weights were several books and mailings 
from Selman. As I looked through these mailings I came 
across literature that included Parabelle paperweights 
and they caught my eye. There was something about the 
symmetry of the design that intrigued me to look further.

I was not a collector – yet- and since there were no 
Parabelle weights in my mother’s collection, I had to have 
one. Fig. 1 shows my first weight purchased in 1993. More 
were purchased in 1994, 1995 ( the year I joined DVPCA) 
and 1996. When I ordered from Selman, I always talked 
to Suzanne who took my orders. Since I was now on their 
mailing list, Suzanne would send me Artist Proof lists of 
upcoming Parabelle weights. I noticed that in some weights 
there were pansy canes which are my favorite flower.

I felt I had to write Parabelle and express how much I enjoyed 
their paperweights so in 1996 I sent a letter to them via 
Selman. Within a couple weeks I had a wonderful reply from 
Doris Scrutton. How exciting it was to receive this letter and 
actually hear from her. In an ending sentence she stated, “It 
would be so nice if you could drop in on us as it is such fun to 
watch Gary make the weight itself.” Little did I know that two 
years later I would have the opportunity to fly to Seattle to see 
some friends with whom I had worked with. Then I rented a 
car and drove to Milwaukie, Oregon, to do just that- visit Doris 
and Gary Scrutton.

Doris and I communicated a few times a year through letters 
and when I told her that I would be able to visit, she and Gary 
were excited about it. Plus the fact that they were retiring 
soon even made this trip a more treasured time to be able to 
watch Gary make the weights.

I got settled into a near-by motel then drove to meet them at 
their studio. They gave me such a warm reception that I felt like 
I had known them for years (Fig. 2). Immediately noticeable 
was the workbench with several designs of weights waiting to 
be ground . In the next room was the furnace, working bench 
and the annealing oven. Fig. 3 shows Gary working on a 
weight that I purchased there along three other weights. (Fig. 
4- left bottom is the weight I saw being made). I wanted him 
to be sure that the weight I saw him make was the one that I 

received after grinding. I watched as canes were pulled, even 
holding one end as Gary pulled it out. The two days went by 
quickly, but it was an opportunity of a life lifetime as Parabelle 
paperweights became my favorite weights.

The following year was my first PCA Convention held in 
Chicago. Doris and Gary attended and I was able to purchase 
a few more of their weights. We all had a great time – dinner 
together then drinks at the Sears Tower. It was the final time 
that I saw them, but Doris and I kept in touch for many years 
via letters and phone calls until her passing in 2013.

My goal was to try to collect a Parabelle made from each 
year. This was accomplished in 2001 by adding some early 
weights from a private estate sale in D.C. of Robert Elder. 
There I found a 1984 weight that had a central rabbit cane 
but no signature or signature cane. (Later when Selman 
represented Parabelle, he insisted on a signature cane, thus 
the PB canes). My question was how did these weights get 
from Oregon to D.C. and Doris had the answer. A cousin of 
Doris worked for the Smithsonian, lived in MD, and had a 
friend that collected weights, Bob Elder. Gary sent some of 
his first weights to the cousin, who no doubt, sold the weights 
to Bob.

We never know where we may find any of our favorite 
paperweights, but this journey with Parabelle weights through 
the years and being able to meet them has been the highlight 
of my collecting.

FIG.2

FIG.1

FIG.3

FIG.4
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DVPCA Winter Meeting
Review of Events
January 31, 2015
WELCOME
The winter meeting of the Delaware Valley Paperweight 
Collector’s Association was held on Saturday, January 
31, 2015 at Williamson’s Restaurant in Horsham, 
Pennsylvania. It was a freezing cold day but 39 people 
attended, including our guest dealer from Leo Kaplan of 
New York, Susie Jacobson and Phil Edelman. Our guest 
artist was Melissa Ayotte from New Hampshire. President 
Toby Hawley explained that the January newsletter was an 
abbreviated one because we did not have enough content 
to fill twelve pages. Apologies to anyone who had an article 
or crossword puzzle that was supposed to appear in this 
issue.

Morning Program

We had a lovely display of 
Melissa Ayotte’s weights 
that were brought in by 
members of the club. 
We saw a slideshow of 
Chihuly, San Francisco 
sent by Elliot and Rosalyn 
Heith who could not 
attend this meeting due 
to illness. It was a colorful 
and interesting display. 
We had a small exhibition 
of members’ recent 
acquisitions from auctions 
and eBay.

A fun and enjoyable part of the morning was the “All In 
The Family” contest. Those who were interested were 
given forms to fill out listing all of the families involved in 
paperweight making: father- son, father- daughter, mother 
– son, etc. We had about fifteen minutes to write down all 
the names we could think of. It was wonderful because 
it got everyone talking and competing with the people at 
other tables. Eventually a winner was declared and the 
names of the artists were read aloud for all to hear. What 
fun! Toby, please think of something similar for the next 
meeting!

Lunch and Raffle

The lunch today was really delicious. The choices were 
chicken or fish and there was ice cream for dessert.
As usual, the raffle prizes were great and ranged from a 
giant paperweight diamond ring to glass items of every 
description and various other items. Both Toby and John 
work hard to collect and display these treasures at each 
meeting and the proceeds help to support the club’s 
activities. Thank you Toby and John!

Thank you also to Don Formigli who arranged the wonderful 
lunch and to John Hawley for his hard work.

Business Meeting

Phil Edelman spoke about the PCA convention that is 
being held in Tacoma, Washington from April 23 – May 2, 
2015. He assured us that the convention promises to be 
a smashing success and will include, for the first time, a 
luncheon on Thursday. Information should be sent to us in 
the middle of February.

Toby showed us a copy of Doris Robinson’s book, 
“Paperweights 101” and encouraged us to use the book 
to educate our families and friends about the hobby of 
paperweight collecting.

John Hawley announced that the next Paperweight Fest 
is going to be held at Wheaton Arts from May 12 – 14, 
2016. We will once again, be able to collaborate with artists 
and make paperweights. He asked that everyone who has 
made weights in past years, bring the weights for a display 
at the Fest. There is also going to be an All In The Family 
presentation at the Fest, honoring a family that is involved 
in the art of paperweight making.

Toby Hawley spoke about the Barbara Stitt Memorial 
Grant that is going to be presented by the Delaware Valley 
PCA. Thanks to the generosity of Barbara’s husband, the 
fund now stands at $5000. The annual grant will be in the 
amount of $1500 and will be awarded to a paperweight 
artist who demonstrates a desire to improve his/her skill in 
this field. The artist is required at the end of his/her study to 
donate a paperweight that demonstrates his/her new skill 
to the DVPCA for auction, the proceeds of which will go 
into the fund. What a wonderful way to honor the life of 
one of our paperweight family members! The form will be 
available on our web site and at future meetings.

Our next meeting has been moved to April 18, 2015. Jim 
Lefever will be our guest dealer and will give a talk on 
murrini. We will also have a presentation by Joel Goodman 
of his marble collection. Marbles will also be for sale.

Afternoon Program

Our guest speaker, Melissa Ayotte, gave a presentation 
featuring her work and describing her career and 
artistic philosophy. Melissa was born and raised in New 
Hampshire and began her career helping her father in his 
glass studio, apprenticing for him and apprenticing also 
for Paul Stankard. After she obtained her Master’s Degree 
in Psychology from the Antioch New England Graduate 
School, she returned to a career in paperweight artistry. 
Melissa’s work is colorful and constantly evolving as she 
grows as a person and an artist. She explained that she 
and Jim Poore, Ed’s son, are both second generation 
artists and as such, have a special bond and a special 
collaboration in producing paperweights. Jim cuts Melissa’s 
weights with a magic touch. 

Toby’s new marble
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It was fascinating to hear Melissa speak about how her 
work is constantly evolving as she sees the world from 
different angles and viewpoints. She spoke of the organic 
nature of her work and described how her stone weights 
began as individual pieces and eventually changed into 
stacked stones, not unlike the cairns of Scotland.

She showed us her latest project which was a flower 
encased in glass that was inside a presentation of the 
seed of that flower. She said she would have several of 
these beautiful and interesting examples ready for the 
convention.

She also spoke of the language of flowers and her desire 
to employ colors and shapes in her weights that challenge 
the conventional forms and boundaries of our expectations. 
Melissa also showed us the setup for a collaborative weight 
she and I worked on at Wheaton this past May. How kind 
of her to do that! My five minutes of fame was enjoyable 
indeed!

Melissa’s program today was informative and insightful. 
We were treated not only to her beautiful glass creations 
but we also had the opportunity to catch a glimpse of her 
wonderful and sensitive, artistic soul.

Respectfully submitted,
Gail Munz, Recording Secretary

Raffle prizes

Melissa Ayotte giving talk

Display of books for sale

A Signature Story
by Gail Munz

Several years ago when Steve and I attended a New 
York – New Jersey Paperweight Club meeting we were 
the delighted recipients of a gorgeous mini paperweight 
that was included in the raffle prizes for the day. We 
always purchase raffle tickets for the sometimes fun, 
sometimes really lovely door prizes because it’s a nice 
way to support the club.

The particular weight we received was a single red 
flower set on four green leaves. We were told that 
the weight was one of Rick Ayotte’s and even though 
it was unsigned, its profile and workmanship were 
recognizable from afar.

Ayotte’s little flower sat on a shelf next to other 
members of its exclusive clan – a lovely representation 
of both Rick and Melissa’s work. Since it has always 
been Rick’s goal to “create a little world in a sea of 
color,” enthusiastic collectors have enjoyed his rich, 
saturated colors and little gardens in glass. Our Ayotte 
weights are all centerpieces of our glass displays 
because they burst with life and the eye is immediately 
drawn to them.

Year after year our little red mini flower sat on the shelf 
and year after year we wondered if we could ask Rick 
to sign it. It seemed to me that if I had the talent to 
create such beautiful works of art, my signature would 
be imbedded in each of my weights in psychedelic 
neon lights that flashed on and off, accompanied by a 
brass band … (you get the picture)! Clearly this poor 
unsigned weight needed a signature!

Although we have seen the Ayottes on many occasions, 
it wasn’t until we attended Paperweight Fest 2014 at 
Wheaton Arts Fest last May that we felt comfortable 
asking Rick to sign his work. At the fest I approached 

 DVPCA 
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Mass Glass Musings
by John D. Hawley

Most collectors are familiar with the two basic forms 
of concentric millefiori paperweights, the open design 
where the rings of canes are separated by spaces, 
and the closed, where adjacent rings are in contact. 
The New England Glass Company went a step further 
and created another format, the spoke concentric. This 
design typically features one or two close concentric 
rings about the center cane and four to nine rows 
of canes that radiate from the center outward, like 
spokes on a wheel. Often the spokes terminate with a 
group of three canes (Figure 1) as shown in this first 
example of a four spoke concentric. Sometimes these 
end groups are left out and as a result a four spoke 
takes on the design of a plain Greek cross (Figure 2). 
This example is unusual in that a complex cane was 
placed between each of the spokes – a valuable one 
in that each contains six white eagle silhouettes. In 
yet another variation of the spoke theme, the weight 
of Figure 3 contains a ring of canes that connects the 
four spokes.

 DVPCA 

Rick, popped the question and was happy to hear that 
he would indeed sign the weight. As I stood there with 
the little red flower cradled tenderly in my hands, he 
reached out and took it, plopping it into his pocket 
where I heard it fall against coins and keys. What a 
sickening sound! If you have ever bitten into a piece 
of unpopped popcorn and broken a crown in so doing, 
you will never forget it. Imagine hearing one hundred 
million windows shattering all at once! Rick smiled at 
me smugly and then turned and calmly walked away.

We enjoyed Wheaton immensely but I asked Rick 
every time I saw him if he had signed the weight and 
every time I asked him his calm reply was, “What 
weight?” Each day crawled by, packed with events, 
lectures and wonderful conversations and each day, 
somewhere and always in a different place and at a 
different time, there was Rick smiling and waving to 
me. Talk about a cat and mouse! Needless to say, 
he finally relented and returned the weight with his 
signature scratched into the side.

The weight sits proudly on the shelf, holding its own 
with its big brothers and sisters as it exclaims in its red 
velvet voice, “Rick Ayotte!”

Fig.2-4spoke

Fig.3- 4spoke

Fig.1-4spoke
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Excerpts from the ClosePack Contest at 
2014 Paperweight Fest
by Andy Dohan

The following captioned photos were taken from the 
program presented at Paperweight Fest.

Jim Hart.

St. Louis weight with the  
150th anniversary 1845-1995 

commemorative date and 
signature cane.

Peter McDougall from his post 
Perthshire days.

Quite common Strathearn close-
pack.

Loren Stump is considered to be 
the master of modern murrine. 

He uses a technique of free-hand 
custom mixing the colors both 

before and as he lays down the 
hot glass.
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Chris Juedemann The central 
murrini cane is a picture of the 

canal in Venice.

A more recent Mike Hunter with 
some rose canes and compound 

silhouette canes.

Quite common Murano weight 
but with an ‘M’ signature cane. 

Some say the M is for Moretti, but 
I have seen a wider use than that 

with explanations that it stands  
for ‘Murano’.
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Frozen Drops of Time
By:  Gail Pamela Munz

When I consider moments
Wasted everyday

Or precious seconds cherished
That just quickly slip away,

A method for preserving
All this special life of mine

Is to encase each slipping second
In these drops of frozen time.

In these orbs of precious beauty
Do my fleeting years and days

Dance before my wondering eyes
Within a veil: a glassy haze.

Cherished flowers
Bits of plants

Happy thoughts and dreams and schemes
Melted into wonder

Timeless, endless, as it seems!
Film that flashes for a moment,
Quickly fades before my eyes:

Brilliant clouds that rush unstopped
Across the stormy summer skies

All these moments
All these seconds

That complete the endless round
In my frozen drops of time

They may, each one, be found!

If you find unbounded joy
Within your special space on earth
Consider these small bits of glass
And their great marvelous worth
To a heart that beats the rhythm

Of far flung celestial spheres
And enjoys each moment, smiling,

Of the fleeting, changing years,
I would rejoice to just remember

In this secret heart of mine:
All my moments, gently packaged

In these frozen drops of time.

(Reprinted from February 1994 PCA Newsletter)

Flowers In The Snow
by Gail P. Munz

On a frozen morning in January, 2015 we ventured out 
to attend a meeting of the DVPCA. We knew that the 
guest speaker would be Melissa Ayotte and, I have a 
feeling, many of us were specifically there because of 
that.

Steve and I made the journey from New York where 
we quite comfortably contemplate the world from our 
toasty warm abode. We recently watched what turned 
out to be a non-blizzard from our bank of windows 
overlooking a garden area. We were prepared to stay 
inside for a week if necessary. As retirees it’s fun to 
be able to be inside while the weather rages outside. 
Melissa’s journey was considerably more difficult 
because she had to navigate through thirty inches of 
snow to even leave her house.

We were looking forward to this meeting because we 
knew Melissa would be there and we are complete 
Ayotte fans of both father and daughter. Our display 
shelves are littered with stars. Amongst the perfume 
bottles, frogs, candy canes, glass pens, roaring 
dragons and ferocious tiny glass animals, we host 
an explosion of delightful floral color. That profusion 
of color delights us constantly. When skies are gray 
and nothing is in bloom, all we have to do is look at 
our Ayotte weights and all is well. When snow covers 
the ground and the promise of spring is a million miles 
away, all we have to do is walk over to our glass garden 
and all is well.

Melissa spoke of the organic nature of her ever evolving 
work. Her viewpoint of the world and consequently of 
her work, is a reflection of nature itself which is ever 
evolving. The constant thought that goes into her 
passionate viewpoint insures that new and exciting 
works of art will always be available to those who seek 
them out.

I had the good fortune this past May at Wheaton to 
work with Melissa to create a paperweight. She is 
not only patient with adults but she is wonderful with 
her children. As a retired teacher I can only imagine 
how much improved the world’s children would be if 
they could be taught and nurtured by Melissa. What 
a thought!

The next time you are out and about, trudging through 
a frozen landscape, look down at the snow and if, 
in your mind’s eye you can see a profuse burst of 
botanical splendor, chances are you are recalling an 
Ayotte masterpiece!
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Lending Library News Book Sale
Diane Atkerson

The book sale was quite successful and thanks to all 
that purchased some books. In case there was some 
confusion about the sale, the purpose is NOT to delete 
the Lending Library Books, but to downsize the ones 
that have never, or rarely, been borrowed. 
Members that belong to the PCA , no doubt, have the 
PCA Bulletins in their collections of paperweight books. 
But in case you are missing some, here is the list of 
the ones that are still left for purchase. 1980 (which is 
a softbound), 1996,1997 and 2001 to 2009. So check 
to see any that you may have missing that you would 
like to own that are for sale. $18 each or two or more at 
$15 each. Other books will be for sale also and prices 
marked on each. 
We still have a wonderful selection of books to 
borrow that will stay with the library. These are the 
best references to have for learning more about 
paperweights, so take a few minutes to take a look at 
them and take a couple home.
On the library table, for members to take home, will be 
lists of the books, magazine articles and newspaper 
articles that are in the library. There are 24 books and 
since all of them cannot be brought to one meeting, 
they will be alternated each meeting. If there is any 
book that a member would like (refer to the list), 
please contact me and I will make sure that I bring that 
particular book.

DVPCA
2014 Profit & Loss Statement

INCOME
 Meeting Reservations $ 3,725.00
 Garden Party Reservations $ 645.00
 Raffles $ 822.00
 Dues $ 1,575.00 

Newsletter Ads $ 165.00
 Auctions of donated weights $ 165.00
 Auction of books and misc. items $ 135.00
 Sale of table favor weights $ 75.00
 Sale of paperweight acrylic stands $ 90.00
 Donations $15.00 

 
TOTAL INCOME $ 7,412.00

EXPENSE
 Williamson’s        $ 4,819.82 

Garden Party   $ 600.00 
Action Graphics - Newsletters   $ 766.98 
Gifts $440.85 
Raffle Prizes $184.06 
Speaker Fee $100.00 
Supplies and stamps $ 303.42

TOTAL EXPENSE $ 7,215.13

NET INCOME $ 196.87

Financial
Data
For

Members
Only

A new weight by Gordon Smith

Guest Joel Goodman with John Hawley

Pam Campe & Dorothy Disney
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FUN CORNER
IDENTIFY THE WEIGHTS SHOWN - MULTIPLE CHOICE

J
1. a . SATAVA  b. ORIENT & FLUME c. LUNDBERG

2. a. ANTIQUE CLICHY b. ANTIQUE BACARRAT c. ANTIQUE ST. LOUIS

3. a. PERTHSHIRE b. DEACONS   c. MCDOUGALL

4. a. PARABELLE  b. KAZIUN   c. MURANO

5. a. ROSENFELD  b. BUZZINI   c. STANKARD  

6. a. YSART   b. AYOTTE   c.  BANFORD

7. a. PERTHSHIRE b.  WHITEFRIARS  c.  PARABELLE

8. a. PARABELLE  b.  PERTHSHIRE  c.  WHITEFRIARS

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1



SAVE THESE DATES AND PLAN TO ATTEND!

April 29 - May 2, 2015: Paperweight Collectors 
Association 2015 Convention in Tacoma, WA.

July 18, 2015: Summer Meeting and Garden Party
Guest Dealer: William Pitt from Englewood, FL
Guest Artist: David Graeber from Westmont, NJ

October 17, 2015: Fall Meeting
Guest Dealer: Ben Drabeck from Shutesbury, MA
Guest Artist: TBA

May 12 - 14, 2016: Paperweight Fest at Wheaton Arts

All Saturday Meetings at:
WILLIAMSOM’S RESTAURANT, HORSHAM, PA

PAGE 10

CALENDAR
Advance Meeting Dates, Guests and Related Events

The Scramble
Since our Spring meeting date was changed, we 
were not able to get our regular meeting room at 
Williamson’s. Just for this meeting we will be in the 
large banquet room near the front entrance straight 
down the hall to the left. There is no rear door entrance 
available for this room so everyone should plan or 
coming through the front door. 

Those members with email received notice about 
an article in the Wall Street Journal on Feb. 21 titled 
“Floral Paperweights That will Give You an Early Taste 
of Spring”. For those at didn’t see it, we will have a 
reprint available at the Spring meeting. The author 
didn’t get all her facts straight and included an image 
of real flowers encased in acrylic. But even inaccurate 
reporting helps in promoting paperweight collecting.

Our featured article for this newsletter by Diane 
Atkerson is timed as a preview to a major PCA 
Convention event. That is the special exhibit of 
Parabelle paperweights and a program talk about the 
Scruttons by Carl Carter. Thank you Diane for your 
contributions to all of our newsletters. Also thanks to 
our other ongoing contributors: Lee Arnold, Gail Munz 
and John Hawley. 

Thanks to a suggestion by Rosemary Kozak, DVPCA 
is now a member of the Arts & Cultural Council of 
Bucks County. This membership allows us to post our 
activities on their web site and hopefully attract interest 
from people in the arts community to check us out. 

Fun Corner Answers: 1=b, 2=a, 3=b, 4=a, 5=c, 6=b, 7=b, 8=b

Sue Sutton, Audrey Smit & Pat Ackerman

Neil Demp, Lee Arnold, Andrew Scott & Leonard Kornit Clarence Brunner & Jill Bauersfeld

Bill & Jill Bauersfeld with Rob Campe

Diane Atkerson, Charlotte Taylor & Toby Hawley



NO LATER THAN April 4, 2015

LUNCHEON RESERVATIONS
April 18, 2015
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Spring Meeting Announcement
Saturday, April 18, 2015 

At Williamson Restaurant, 200 Blair Mill Road (Route 
611/Easton Road at Blair Mill Road) Horsham, PA. 

Located two traffic lights north of PA. Turnpike Exit 
343 (Doylestown/Willow Grove).

Telephone (215) 675-5454

9:00 AM Dealers and Artists setup

10:00 AM Paperweight Fair with Guest Dealer 
     Jim Lefever and Guest Marble Dealer
     Joel Goodman.

11:00 AM Guest Joel Goodman will give a talk
         on collecting marbles.

12 Noon Lunch – Sale of raffle tickets. 

1:00 PM Business Meeting: Announcements, 
reports from floor, raffle, etc. 

1:30 PM Jim Lefever will speak on the subject
     of Murrine.

2:30 PM Paperweight Fair Continues

Luncheon Choices @ $20 per person

    (#) Stuffed French Cut Chicken Breast,
              Walnuts, Crasins/topped with Mozzarella

    (#) Roast Top Sirloin of Beef, Bordelaise     
Sauce

    (#) Penne Pasta, Vodka Rosa Sauce

$  Luncheon Total

Names 

Please mail this tear off slip with your 
selections and check to:

DVPCA
c/o Don Formigli, Treasurer

455 Stonybrook Drive
Levittown, PA 19055

Melissa Ayotte

Susie Jacobson

A new purchase.
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437 East Emerald Ave.
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Phone: 856-428-6160
david@davidgraeber.com

Graeber art Glass
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47 High Street

Wilmington, MA 01887

Tel: 978-203-0300
Cell: 339-221-0763

email: tchaunton@comcast.net

7

w a n t e d
dorflinger glass paperweights

Will send or email pictures for comparison.
Contact: FRANK H. GARDNER

631 Susquehanna Street  Forest City, PA 18421
Tel: (570) 785-3621   Email: fgardner@nep.net

Harvey and Doris Robinson
Fine Contemporary and Antique Paperweights 

at Special Discount Prices!!
(Paperweight shown Boston & Sandwich

Red Poinsettia. Call for price.)
Website: www.robinsonpaperweights.com

E-mail: robinsonpaperweights@gmail.com
Phone: (617) 928-5432 Toll Free: (800) 472-9003

lUNCH AND RAfflE
Williamson’s luncheon presentations were differ-
ent and delicious with a choice of Sautéed Breast 
of Chicken in White Wine Sauce or Baked Tilapia 
with a Fruited Salsa, preceded by soup and followed 
with a sundae.   We followed the meal with our usual 
raffle of prizes donated by our members that brought 
in $110.00

BUsiNEss MEETiNG
President Kruger began the business meeting by 
reading a delightfully written thank you note from 
Sue Sutton.  It has led Toby to appoint Sue as cor-
responding secretary for the chapter.  Her duties will 
be to write thank you notes, letters of sympathy and 
any other needed correspondence.

Toby then announced the 50th Anniversary Celebra-
tion and Exhibit of the work of paperweight artist 
Paul Stankard scheduled from April 1st through May 
8th at Wheaton Arts.  She attended the opening re-
ception and demonstration on Sunday April 3rd as 
did our treasurer Don Formigli.  Stankard is a long 
time New Jersey artist of unique lamp work pieces 
influenced by nature’s bounty.

Our next meeting will be our 19th Annual Garden 
Party Weekend on July 16th and 17th.  The business 
meeting will be held at our usual venue, William-

son Restaurant in Horsham, with two guest artists: 
Daniel Salazar of Davenport, California and Clinton 
Smith from Berkshire County, Massachusetts.  Our 
guest dealer with be William Pitt from Fairhaven, 
Massachusetts.  Following the meeting the group 
will caravan to the home of member Boyd England 
in Doylestown for the annual Summer Catered Gar-
den Party.  Boyd is also a paperweight artist and has 
a studio in his garage.  On Sunday we are planning 
a visit to another artist’s studio, hopefully Paul Stan-
kard’s in New Jersey.

A reminder: Glass Weekend at WheatonArts is be-
ing held from June 10-11, 2011.  Reservations need 
to be in soon.

Jill Bauersfeld gave a brief review of glass found on 
their recent trip to Italy. She and Bill brought back 
two weights, a glass cane and a glass “golfer” clown 
as well as some unique light stands with LED cool 
lights. They also found a good book on Murano, the 
glass island which is available to borrow if anyone 
is planning a trip.  They were only able to visit one 
factory on the island that specialized in chandeliers 
but had a large showroom with gigantic and very ex-
pensive art glass sculptures.  They loved Venice and 
would like to go again to see more of Murano as 
well as the northern lake and mountain part of the 
country.

ROGER JACOBSEN
Paperweights of Quality

P.O. Box 489
Sandwich, MA 02563

508-888-7591
(May-October)  

10310 Lynnhaven Ave.
Lubbock, TX 79423

806-368-6686
(November-April)

INtERNAtIONAl PAPERwEIGHt 
SOCIEty FOuNDAtION

Nancy Alfano
Executive Director 
www.IPSFoundation.com
IPSF@paperweight.com  312.419.0403

CUSTOM WEIGHTS
made to your design by top Scottish artists

Money back guarantee.   500+ other weights in stock
PAPERWEiGHTs  PlUs

The Forge, Beacon Lane, Woodnesborough, Sandwich CT13 0PA
Tel: 011-44-1304-814100 (4am-4pm EST)

paperweightsplus@gmail.com   www.paperweightsplus.com

Galactic Art Glass Studio
Virginia Wilson Toccalino

& Tony Toccalino

781 Main St. E., Unit 26-27
Milton, ON L9T 5A9
Tel: 905-876-1609

www.galacticglass.ca    www.vwtglass.ca

1811 Englewood Rd., #207, Englewood, FL  34223
508-993-4944


